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Description
Tell S3 is a secure and highly versatile storage service designed to address a wide variety of
use cases.
As an object storage platform, it is natively optimized for cloud storage in terms of scale,
resilience and accessibility. Tell S3 provides compatibility for objects via S3 and DellEMC
native APIs. The service is configured to deliver high performance, supporting both large files
and a high volume of small files for unstructured content such as long-term backup data or
file/videos.

Use cases
Cloud native application storage
Supports next generation web, mobile and
cloud applications, providing direct access to
Cloudist S3 using the S3 API.
Backup repository
Utilize the low cost, high capacity Tell S3 as
a natural repository for your backup and
archive solution, which fully supports native
S3 connectors such as Veeam, Comvault,
Avamar etc.

Features

Primary storage offload
Typically, 80% of files on primary storage is
inactive. Organizations can reclaim capacity
on expensive compute block storage, and
automate with policy-based file movement.

Centrally located with <15ms latency to all
major citys in the Nordics.

Encryption of data at rest using 256-bit
AES encryption— allows you to ensure the
protection of your data

Wide support for developer languages and
frameworks — provides simple, secure
access using almost any language or
framework including .NET, Java, C, Flex, PHP,
Python, Ruby and JavaScript with language
bindings.

Extended Metadata — Permits you to
retrieve your data easily and contextually
with industry-leading metadata
search

Limitless S3 storage immediately available
to service various use cases — relief from
capacity management issues related to
LUNS, RAID groups and file systems

Compatibility with a range of third-party
cloud storage gateway appliances - allows
you to take advantage of the
following technologies, such as Dell EMC
Cloudpools or CloudArray.

Technical
S3 API Compatibility
Tell S3 supports all relevant features of the S3 API. When AWS releases new features,
support comes in new code revisions.

Metadata search
Tell S3 provides a facility for metadata search for objects using a rich query language. This is a
powerful feature of our service that allows S3 object clients to search for objects within buckets
using system and custom metadata. While search is possible using any metadata, by searching on
metadata that has been specifically configured to be indexed in a bucket, the service can return
queries quicker, especially for buckets with billions of objects. Up to thirty metadata fields can be
indexed per bucket. Metadata is specified at the time of bucket creation. Metadata search feature
can be enabled on buckets with server-side encryption enabled; however, any indexed user metadata
attribute utilized as a search key will not be encrypted.

Accessibility
Native multi-protocol support makes the S3 platform flexible. Applications can read and write
directly to the service or via mountpoints if supported by the application.

Modern Apps/Cloud Apps

Pivotal Cloud Foundry (PCF)

Centera Migration

IOT

Backup - Tape Replacement

In Place Analytics – HDFS/S3a

NetWorker, Avamar, NetBackup

TSM, Commvault (S3)

Cloudist S3

Log
CloudBoost Virtual Appliance

Security, Audio, Video Archiving

Data Domain Cloud Tier

Archive Gateway (NFS/CIFS to S3 Object)

Sync & Share, SharePoint Blobs

Isilon CloudPools (S3)
Compliance,
Enterprise Content Manager,
GDPR/SEC

Why
Cloudist
Solutions?

Partnership – we are the Nordic cloud solution distributor,
offering services to IT service providers through an
extensive partnership.
Self-Service – manage any service through a single pane
of glass.
Flexible – join when needed, start when ready, grow as
you go, leave when you are done.
Sustainable - we own and operate our Swedish data
centers where environmental sustainability is a key for us.

